Abstract: Pioneering explorations of the two-dimensional (2D) inorganic layered crystals (ILCs) in electronics have boosted low-dimensional materials research beyond the prototypical but semi-metallic graphene. Thanks to species variety and compositional richness, ILCs are further activated as hosting matrices to reach intrinsic magnetism due to their semiconductive natures. Herein, we briefly review the latest progresses of manipulation strategies that introduce magnetism into the nonmagnetic 2D and quasi-2D ILCs from the first-principles computational perspectives. The matrices are concerned within naturally occurring species such as MoS 2 , MoSe 2 , WS 2 , BN, and synthetic monolayers such as ZnO and g-C 2 N. Greater attention is spent on nondestructive routes through magnetic dopant adsorption; defect engineering; and a combination of doping-absorbing methods. Along with structural stability and electric uniqueness from hosts, tailored magnetic properties are successfully introduced to low-dimensional ILCs. Different from the three-dimensional (3D) bulk or zero-dimensional (0D) cluster cases, origins of magnetism in the 2D space move past most conventional physical models. Besides magnetic interactions, geometric symmetry contributes a non-negligible impact on the magnetic properties of ILCs, and surprisingly leads to broken symmetry for magnetism. At the end of the review, we also propose possible combination routes to create 2D ILC magnetic semiconductors, tentative theoretical models based on topology for mechanical interpretations, and next-step first-principles research within the domain.
Introduction
The rediscovery of monolayer graphene has revolutionarily extended materials research by realizing a paradoxical concept, the "atomic crystal" [1, 2] . Inlayer stability of the thin film is protected through a covalence bond between the carbon atoms, which allows the formation of the graphite as the layered crystal through the van der Waals (vdW) force.
Compared with three-dimensional (3D) bulk materials, the two-dimensional (2D) crystal is more complex in larger surface areas due to its hosting of unconventional quantum effects that lead to unique electrical, optical, chemical, and thermal properties [3] . The plane extension also offers easier experimental operability than zero-dimensional (0D) atoms or free clusters. However, from these advantages, the zero bandgap limits its practical application in semiconductors. The stable structures and rather small C atom further poses complications in materials manipulations. To benefit semiconductors, several atomically thin layers have also been developed and studied. Similar to the graphene composed of the single C element, these single layer crystals were discovered by using group IV and group V elements [4] [5] [6] .
Indeed, the stability and host ability at 2D are not limited to carbon-based graphene nor synthetic mono-elemental layers. A large number of inorganic layered crystals (ILCs) also exists as a naturally occurring species [7] . Within such a category, layered transition-metal dichalcogenide (LTMD) is a typical group of minerals with fair abundance on earth. Early research studies show that these LTMDs could form similar low-dimensional structures found in carbon, such as fullerene-styled and nanotube-styled TMDs [8] .
For electronic structures, most LTMDs have non-zero narrow or wide bandgaps more capable in semiconductor applications than their semi-metallic organic counterparts [9] . The bandgap types can also be switched from indirect to direct when the LTMD dimensions are decreased [10, 11] . Emerging electron transitions helped develop the single-layer MoS 2 field emission transistor [12] , which further inspired the research of ILCs beyond the prototypical graphene [13] .
Compared with mono-elemental alkenes, rich species and element compositions of the LTMDs supplement the library of 2D crystals capable of multifunctional abilities [9] . Despite the distinguished electric properties, most of the ILCs are intrinsically nonmagnetic, which limits their wider applications as magnetic materials. Thus, anchoring magnetism to the 2D semiconductive hosts may display simultaneous manipulations of the electron spin and electron transport for spintronic devices.
In this paper, we briefly review the latest first-principles progresses of forming magnetism into 2D and quasi-2D non-graphene crystals. The paper starts by comparing the computational algorithms and packages and continues with magnetic manipulation strategies in 2D ILCs. The paper then discusses the potential physical mechanisms leading to magnetism and ends with possible synthetic routes to realize these magnetic systems. This work mainly concerns naturally occurring LTMD hosts due to their pioneering and representative roles in ILC research, but also includes synthetic matrices such as the monolayer ZnO (m-ZnO), and graphene-like C 2 N (g-C 2 N).
To fully benefit the structural uniqueness and stability of the ILC hosts, material manipulation routes are discussed as non-destructive routes of magnetic dopant adsorption, defect engineering, and a combination of doping and adsorbing. The intrinsic 2D magnetic layers are also briefly reviewed due to their complementary nature to the magnetic ones subjected to manipulations. Physical mechanisms for magnetism are also discussed in order to inspire theoretical progress that may solve the puzzles given by the computational results.
shows that low-dimensional MoS2 is a good candidate for the ultrasensitive photodetector [29] , and even applicable in detecting a UV photon by converting to visible emissions [30] .
Schematic illustrations of the single layer and double layers are depicted in Figure 1a ,b for the 5 × 5 supercells. The TMD monolayer, indeed, is a quasi-2D crystal where the covalently bonded three hexagonal atomic layers (S-Mo-S) extend vertically. The most common phase of the sulfide is the semiconductive 2H phase, shown in Figure 1a . However, the metastable phases, such as the metallic 1T and 1T', also turned out to easily form a 1T/2H stable heterojunction structure [31] .
In this work, we mainly focus on the common 2H monolayer. When looking at the structure, the layers are arranged so that an offset enters between the upper layer S atoms and the lower ones. Consequently, the band type changes from direct to indirect, as shown in Figure 1 [32] . The pristine MoS2 crystal itself, in principle, is nonmagnetic. Weak ferromagnetism (FM) may also exist in the small m-MoS2 edges due to the magnetic ground states of the edges at the grain boundaries [33] . Nevertheless, the 'infinitely' large 2D plane is considered to be non-ferromagnetic in the computationally ideal models. Thus, external factors are needed to bring ferromagnetism into the systems.
(a) (b) Figure 1 . A 5 × 5 supercell geometric structure and electron structure of the MoS2 monolayer (a) and bilayer (b) [32] . Copyright under CC BY license.
Doping magnetic dopants has been considered a mature route. Benefiting from its technical readiness in the semiconductor industry, the doping strategy has been widely applied in materials research studies. In fact, before the emerging research of ILCs, this strategy was already widely applied in LTMD studies for other functionalities [34, 35] . As for the DMS designs, spintronic materials were first predicted by doping the magnetic dopants into the ZnO matrix using a simple Zener model and features of the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interactions [23] .
The central Zn atom was substituted by different transition metal (TM) atoms, which provided tailored magnetic moments (MMs) in the DMSs. This route has been well-established theoretically and experimentally with the bulk ZnO matrix [36] [37] [38] . Following this, various works have been carried out by introducing proper magnetic dopants into the 2D MoS2. Typically, the dopants are selected from the 3d TM ions [39, 40] , to the 4d TMs [41, 42] . In general, the structural stability can be kept in Mo substitution, while the MM in a doped unit cell is tunable from 0 µB to 5 µB. The final magnetic moments are also affected by the dopant concentrations and distances between the two central dopants [43] .
Despite theoretical progress of the doping strategy, experimental realization of such a route is not an easy task due to the atomically thin 2D host. Ion substitution via bombardment into the chemically stable ILC slabs can barely circumvent radiation damages [44] before the incident ion substitutes the central atom. Precise control of charged particle bombardments suffers from severe heatloads [45] or uncertain depth distribution during implantations [46] . Additionally, incoming particles with low kinetic energies tend to nucleate on the ILC slabs before moving inside the layers. This forms a somewhat weak charge transfer on the substrate surface [47] . In wet synthesis, due to a [32] . Copyright under CC BY license.
In this work, we mainly focus on the common 2H monolayer. When looking at the structure, the layers are arranged so that an offset enters between the upper layer S atoms and the lower ones. Consequently, the band type changes from direct to indirect, as shown in Figure 1 [32] . The pristine MoS 2 crystal itself, in principle, is nonmagnetic. Weak ferromagnetism (FM) may also exist in the small m-MoS 2 edges due to the magnetic ground states of the edges at the grain boundaries [33] . Nevertheless, the 'infinitely' large 2D plane is considered to be non-ferromagnetic in the computationally ideal models. Thus, external factors are needed to bring ferromagnetism into the systems.
The central Zn atom was substituted by different transition metal (TM) atoms, which provided tailored magnetic moments (MMs) in the DMSs. This route has been well-established theoretically and experimentally with the bulk ZnO matrix [36] [37] [38] . Following this, various works have been carried out by introducing proper magnetic dopants into the 2D MoS 2 . Typically, the dopants are selected from the 3d TM ions [39, 40] , to the 4d TMs [41, 42] . In general, the structural stability can be kept in Mo substitution, while the MM in a doped unit cell is tunable from 0 µ B to 5 µ B . The final magnetic moments are also affected by the dopant concentrations and distances between the two central dopants [43] .
Despite theoretical progress of the doping strategy, experimental realization of such a route is not an easy task due to the atomically thin 2D host. Ion substitution via bombardment into the chemically stable ILC slabs can barely circumvent radiation damages [44] before the incident ion substitutes the central atom. Precise control of charged particle bombardments suffers from severe heatloads [45] or uncertain depth distribution during implantations [46] . Additionally, incoming particles with low kinetic energies tend to nucleate on the ILC slabs before moving inside the layers. This forms a somewhat weak charge transfer on the substrate surface [47] . In wet synthesis, due to a large amount of defects at the edges of the ILCs, a chemical reaction tends to happen on the sides rather than within the layered slabs [48] .
In fact, these unfavorable experimental results offer a synthesis route beyond the conventional ion substitution. Though rather chemically stable, ILCs have large in-plane surfaces which can also be employed as hosting sites for adatoms. When clusters or atoms contact the substrate, physical or chemical adsorptions occur due to the interaction schemes and kinetic energies of the 0D objects [49] . Along with tailored optic and electronic properties [50] , the guest clusters are endowed with tunable magnetism and chemical reactivity [51, 52] , which allows them to act as essential building bricks for functional nanomaterials [53] . A previous doping strategy showed that replacing both the Mo and S atoms with FeX 6 (X = S, C, N, O, F) clusters allowed for intrinsic ferromagnetism to be brought into the cluster-doped stable slabs [54] . Thus, when adsorbing the clusters onto the 2D surface, the very unique 0D clusters activate the 2D inorganic hosts to become stable but magnetic semiconductors.
To position the 0D cluster onto the 2D ILCs, both the guest and host materials should be well explored beforehand. Through DFT computations, it was shown that the Mn n (n = 1-4) clusters are good candidates for ferromagnetism carriers on the MoS 2 hosts. Compared with the single atom, the Mn n clusters are rich in structure and magnetism. They can span from 0D to 3D structures, and can own MMs from 5 to 20 µ B . Explorations of the mono-and bi-layer hosts were performed by using the DMOL3 package. Values for pristine layers were crosschecked with those given by the more precise and lengthy CASTEP package. It is worth mentioning that the validity of CASTEP was confirmed by experimental determination of the electronic structures and excitonic behaviors of the LTMD [30] . Thechemically robust clusters can bond to the low-dimensional ILCs, and bolster the complex stabilities.
Geometries of the clusters were modified to minimize the system energies when adsorbing the clusters onto the monolayer slab, or inserting them into the bilayers. Large charge transfers are observed between the Mn n ad-clusters and the MoS 2 hosts. The whole systems are also stable in ambient temperature according to thermodynamic simulations from the DMOL3 package. However, the MMs are reduced in the complexes due to pairing TM d-electrons to the S sites. A maximum MM of 9 µ B is reached in Mn n @MoS 2 monolayer systems (when n = 3), and 3 µ B on the bilayer intercalations (when n = 1 or 3). It was discovered that the band of the semiconductive MoS 2 bilayer can switch from indirect to direct after inserting the Mn 1 . Combined with its magnetism and stability, the Mn 1 @MoS 2 bilayer is considered a promising direct band DMS for spintronics [32] .
Indeed, the magnetic incident carriers are not only limited to the hereto-elemental clusters, but can also be found in the composites themselves. The "doping element into compound" route originates from the fact that most chemical reactions are accompanied with either redundant or deficient chemicals during synthesis, which results in a positive or negative influence on the final material properties. The synthetic route for MoS 2 brings non-stoichiometric products globally or locally. These defective parts may also bring magnetism into the 2D system. For instance, the free Mo clusters are famous for their tunable magnetism [55, 56] , and the S clusters for their abundant geometric structures [57] . Thus, using clusters composed of compositional elements as the dopants is another strategy to find the ILC magnetism [58] . The schematic illustration of the route is shown in Figure 2 , where the Mo n or S n (n = 1-3) clusters are added on or brought out from the MoS 2 monolayer. Similar to Reference [32] , theoretical modeling and computations were employed in first-principles predictions of magnetisms on the defective or redundant MoS 2 monolayer. The results show that adsorbing the Mo n (n = 1-3) clusters on the slab can also lead to the magnetism of the systems, but the substance only has a relatively low MM, up to 3 µ B .
The removal of the Mo atom or clusters from the slab will deteriorate the substance's stability. This is not surprising since Mo atoms are centered and bonded to the neighboring S atoms. When absorbing the S n clusters, very weak charge transfers can be observed between the incoming clusters and the hosting slab, which denotes the preferences of physical adsorption. Subtracting the S atoms from the layer does not affect the stability of the system, which is in agreement with experimental results [59] . For this reason, engineering an S vacancy (Vs) can also be an effective route for magnetic manipulation.
In fact, the free-standing MoS 2 is accompanied with large amount of Vs even in natural minerals. Precise control of the Vs is also achievable through many techniques, and the S-deficient monolayer can be activated for enhanced oxygen oxidization. The Vs can be filled by magnetic impurities with magnetism tunable from ferri-to ferromagnetism [60] . The combination of the central Mo doping and Vs engineering has also been noticed. For example, by both changing the central Mo to W, and the top S atom to Cr, a co-doping route was also suggested to change the electronic structure of the system [61] . However, the magnetic properties of such a system was not investigated in this suggestion.
The aforementioned routes mainly concern one side of the doping matrix. However, a plane has two opposite sides. Without any extrinsic manipulation, these two sides are symmetric and identical. The free-standing nature and stability under ambient strains further provide an experimental basis where each side can be activated under external materials engineering. Similar to casting coinage for special value and identification, patterning both sides of the 2D slab extends universal material functionality beyond the magnetism manipulation.
A very recent first-principles work has revealed such a double-sided doping strategy by utilizing the MoS 2 matrix and 3d TM as the dopants [62] . In this case, calculations were performed on the PWscf code of the Quantum Espresso package [18] at the spin-polarized density functional (DFT) level. The correlation energy of the strongly localized 3d orbitals of the dopants was counted by using the Hubbard U-corrected PBE-GGA method based on the rotationally invariant DFT + U formalism [63] . Two 3d impurities were placed in the Vs of the same side and different sides of the slab. The single-sided doping, as expected, leads to the ferromagnetic state in the systems. The total magnetic moments can be viewed as the sum of the individually doped system. This trend can be accepted regardless of the placing order, distances between the dopants, or the MMs of the dopants.
However, in the Cr co-doped system, once two Cr ions were placed exactly mirror symmetric to each other on two sides of the slab, the whole system turned out to be antiferromagnetism (AFM). This is very different from the singly doped ferromagnetic Cr-MoS 2 cases (4 µ B ), and doubly doped CrCr-MoS 2 cases on the same side of the slab (8 µ B ). But if another Cr is not placed exactly beneath the primary Cr dopant, the systems' magnetism retains FM with a total MM of 8 µ B .
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In fact, the free-standing MoS2 is accompanied with large amount of Vs even in natural minerals. Precise control of the Vs is also achievable through many techniques, and the S-deficient monolayer can be activated for enhanced oxygen oxidization. The Vs can be filled by magnetic impurities with magnetism tunable from ferri-to ferromagnetism [60] . The combination of the central Mo doping and Vs engineering has also been noticed. For example, by both changing the central Mo to W, and the top S atom to Cr, a co-doping route was also suggested to change the electronic structure of the system [61] . However, the magnetic properties of such a system was not investigated in this suggestion.
A very recent first-principles work has revealed such a double-sided doping strategy by utilizing the MoS2 matrix and 3d TM as the dopants [62] . In this case, calculations were performed on the PWscf code of the Quantum Espresso package [18] at the spin-polarized density functional (DFT) level. The correlation energy of the strongly localized 3d orbitals of the dopants was counted by using the Hubbard U-corrected PBE-GGA method based on the rotationally invariant DFT + U formalism [63] . Two 3d impurities were placed in the Vs of the same side and different sides of the slab. The single-sided doping, as expected, leads to the ferromagnetic state in the systems. The total magnetic moments can be viewed as the sum of the individually doped system. This trend can be accepted regardless of the placing order, distances between the dopants, or the MMs of the dopants.
However, in the Cr co-doped system, once two Cr ions were placed exactly mirror symmetric to each other on two sides of the slab, the whole system turned out to be antiferromagnetism (AFM). This is very different from the singly doped ferromagnetic Cr-MoS2 cases (4 µB), and doubly doped CrCr-MoS2 cases on the same side of the slab (8 µB). But if another Cr is not placed exactly beneath the primary Cr dopant, the systems' magnetism retains FM with a total MM of 8 µB.
Furthermore, a more symmetric geometry of the dopant placement at the same side of the slab will lead to a smaller absolute value of the coupling energy, which leads to a higher likelihood of AFM states. It also shows that changing the lower dopant to a weaker magnetic impurity will yield FM states. The total magnetic moment is the sum of these of individually doped systems. However, if a change occurs between the dopants and the ions in which the same ferrimagnetic system can be achieved, the whole double-sided doped system again turns to be AFM. Furthermore, a more symmetric geometry of the dopant placement at the same side of the slab will lead to a smaller absolute value of the coupling energy, which leads to a higher likelihood of AFM states. It also shows that changing the lower dopant to a weaker magnetic impurity will yield FM states. The total magnetic moment is the sum of these of individually doped systems. However, if a change occurs between the dopants and the ions in which the same ferrimagnetic system can be achieved, the whole double-sided doped system again turns to be AFM.
Introducing Magnetism into Other Low-Dimensional Chalcogenides and Nitrides
Within the same LTMD family, MoSe 2 and WS 2 have similar inlayer and interlayer structures as MoS 2 . Following the growing research of prototypical MoS 2 , plenty of investigations have also been conducted on these two compounds. Here, we briefly review the first-principles predictions of possible magnetism by using them as the matrix. As noted before [33] , the LTMDs may have very weak ferromagnetism due to boundary conditions. This feature was also found in MoSe 2 and WS 2 complexes [64] , and confirmed through DFT calculations. However, these weak FM features are hardly applicable in DMS devices, where tailored MMs are normally needed.
The nonmetal adsorbed MoSe 2 and WS 2 matrices were found to have ferrimagnetism through first-principles computations in 2011 [65] . H, B, C, N, O, and F were chemically adsorbed on the LTMD monolayer, which resulted in rather stable structures. Later, the strains and vacancies were determined to be two beneficial impacts that tune the magnetism in the MoSe 2 monolayer [66] . Placing the MoSe 2 monolayer on proper substrates can also lead to FM states, as shown in Reference [67] . However, the main constrain of this route comes from magnetic substrates, e.g., Ni (111) , which may also be magnetized by an external magnetic field. Other manipulation routes were also carried out through computational predictions. For instance, TM-doping was applied to enable FM states in the MoSe 2 monolayer systems [68] . Though the route is not novel, detailed generalized gradient approximations (GGA) and GGA + U algorithms were further discussed.
Magnetism studies in the WS 2 monolayer underwent similar progresses as those of MoS 2 and MoSe 2 . In this case, FM was engineered through, e.g., strain [69] , doping [70] , and combinations of these two methods [71] . Dopants were also selected from nonmagnetic elements to 3d and 4d elements [72] . Interestingly, strong spin-orbit splittings were revealed in the point defective WS 2 monolayer . The anti-sites exchanging between the S and W can lead to a magnetic moment of 2 µ B localized at the anti-site W atom and the neighboring W atoms [73] . This is important because the intrinsic magnetism can be reached on the 2D semiconductor itself without introducing external dopants or adsorbents.
As a typical wide bandgap semiconductor, the hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) owns isoelectronic and lattice constants similar to those of graphene systems. However, the hexagonal boron nitride also represents the group of layered nitrides. Also, similar to the organic counterpart, the h-BN is nonmagnetic. Introducing ferromagnetism into the system has been widely studied prior to the recent surge of ILC investigations using the MoS 2 .
For instance, 2D h-BN can be switched to ferromagnetism by vacancy engineering, where both B and N vacancies can induce spontaneous magnetization [74] . Adding the composite element, either B and N, can also lead to FM states, thanks to the non-paired p-electrons in these elements. The theoretically predicted result was verified through X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) [75] . Later, weak FM was proven on a carbon-doped BN nanosheet in line with the theoretical prediction [76] . Doping with magnetic impurities can also lead to magnetic systems. For instance, h-BN monolayers were found to be FM after doping with Co or Ni ions [77] . Combining doping and adsorbing was also predicted as a possible route to induce ferromagnetism in the g-BN system. Besides the magnetism in the 2D nitride, electronic structures were substantially changed through the manipulation [78] .
Other Synthetic Systems: m-ZnO and g-C 2 N
A synthetic ZnO (m-ZnO) monolayer was recently developed experimentally. The monolayer acts as a proper host for material manipulations due to its bulk form [79] . When a TM atom with the partially filled 3d orbital is adsorbed on the ZnO monolayer, results show that the magnetic property of the impurity TM atoms is not quenched by the nonmagnetic host ZnO substrate in most cases. The calculated spin coupling of the TM@ZnO monolayer displays ferromagnetic properties. Optimizations show that the most stable adsorption sites of the TM atoms are right above the O atom for all TM@ZnO systems. Interestingly, the TM atoms maintain their atomic spins in the TM@ZnO system, as shown in Figure 3a . The axis labeled as a magnetic moment appears to be indicating that the moment is equal to the 3d unpaired electrons such as 5 µ B for Mn, 4 µ B for Fe, etc. However, the only exception is found in the Cr@ZnO system, where the 4s electron from Cr was excited to the 3d orbit, and turned the spin direction to minimize the total energy. As a result, the formed TM@ZnO generates diversiform MMs, varying from 1 to 5 µ B per cell using different TM atoms. According to our DFT calculation, the spin density is almost entirely located on the TM atom site, resulting in the magnetic moment of TM@ZnO equaling the amount of the single TM atom. Introducing the TM dopants will maintain the semiconductive nature of the adsorbed system. As shown in Figure 3b , the TM@ZnO system owns non-zero but varied bandgaps. This indicates that TM@ZnO materials (TM = Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) could be used as new dilute magnetic semiconductors with tunable magnetic properties. only exception is found in the Cr@ZnO system, where the 4s electron from Cr was excited to the 3d orbit, and turned the spin direction to minimize the total energy. As a result, the formed TM@ZnO generates diversiform MMs, varying from 1 to 5 µB per cell using different TM atoms. According to our DFT calculation, the spin density is almost entirely located on the TM atom site, resulting in the magnetic moment of TM@ZnO equaling the amount of the single TM atom. Introducing the TM dopants will maintain the semiconductive nature of the adsorbed system. As shown in Figure 3b , the TM@ZnO system owns non-zero but varied bandgaps. This indicates that TM@ZnO materials (TM = Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) could be used as new dilute magnetic semiconductors with tunable magnetic properties.
(a) (b) The original strategy to introduce magnetism into ZnO bulk hosts was designed through Zn substitutions but not through TM adsorptions [23] . On the TM-doped ZnO monolayer, intrinsic ferromagnetism was successfully introduced while the semiconductive structures were maintained [80] . A regionally excessive quantity of the dopants exceeded the solid solubility of the oxide thin films, which resulted in nodules on the films [81] . Such a phenomenon also exists when clusters interact with the ILC slabs [58] . Thus, a combination of TM adsorption-desorption may be another route for ZnO monolayer-based DMS designs. In a recent study, Zhang et al. showed that, after substituting the Zn to a 3d TM, the host monolayer was still able to adsorb another TM atom. The system magnetic moments follow the formula of |5 − x| µB, where x refers to the MM of the individual 3d atom [82] .
Recent experimental advances in the graphene-like 2D layers have also inspired additional firstprinciples studies of magnetism manipulation in other man-made low-dimensional systems. The atomically thin g-C2N was developed through wet-chemical reactions [83] , which expanded the 2D atomic crystal library. Strictly speaking, g-C2N cannot be classified as an ILC due to the carbon present in the composite. However, its semiconductive nature endows its potential in semiconductors and spintronics along with other functionalities, e.g., water desalination [84] and proton siege [85] . TM impurity doping was applied to enable the ferromagnetism in the system [86] . In spite of achieving this purpose, the intrinsic g-C2N network was deformed after the presence of the ions. This is not surprising since the atomic radius of the external dopants is much larger than those in the slab. More recently, by doping the C into the entirely nitrogenated graphene, the DFT results show that ferromagnetism can be reached in the planar metal free system [87, 88] . This is an important finding since intrinsic magnetism was reached by an excessive amount of the composite element [58] but without introducing external magnetic atoms or defects.
Layered Transition Metal Dihalides and Trihalides
Designs of the previously mentioned DMS systems stem from introducing external factors into the intrinsically nonmagnetic ILC hosts to reach 2D. Many layered compounds hold intrinsic ferromagnetism and can be cleaved down to atomically thin layers. Among them, the TM metal diand trihalides are some of the most promising candidates for 2D magnetic semiconductors with The original strategy to introduce magnetism into ZnO bulk hosts was designed through Zn substitutions but not through TM adsorptions [23] . On the TM-doped ZnO monolayer, intrinsic ferromagnetism was successfully introduced while the semiconductive structures were maintained [80] . A regionally excessive quantity of the dopants exceeded the solid solubility of the oxide thin films, which resulted in nodules on the films [81] . Such a phenomenon also exists when clusters interact with the ILC slabs [58] . Thus, a combination of TM adsorption-desorption may be another route for ZnO monolayer-based DMS designs. In a recent study, Zhang et al. showed that, after substituting the Zn to a 3d TM, the host monolayer was still able to adsorb another TM atom. The system magnetic moments follow the formula of |5 − x| µ B , where x refers to the MM of the individual 3d atom [82] .
Recent experimental advances in the graphene-like 2D layers have also inspired additional first-principles studies of magnetism manipulation in other man-made low-dimensional systems. The atomically thin g-C 2 N was developed through wet-chemical reactions [83] , which expanded the 2D atomic crystal library. Strictly speaking, g-C 2 N cannot be classified as an ILC due to the carbon present in the composite. However, its semiconductive nature endows its potential in semiconductors and spintronics along with other functionalities, e.g., water desalination [84] and proton siege [85] . TM impurity doping was applied to enable the ferromagnetism in the system [86] . In spite of achieving this purpose, the intrinsic g-C 2 N network was deformed after the presence of the ions. This is not surprising since the atomic radius of the external dopants is much larger than those in the slab. More recently, by doping the C into the entirely nitrogenated graphene, the DFT results show that ferromagnetism can be reached in the planar metal free system [87, 88] . This is an important finding since intrinsic magnetism was reached by an excessive amount of the composite element [58] but without introducing external magnetic atoms or defects.
Designs of the previously mentioned DMS systems stem from introducing external factors into the intrinsically nonmagnetic ILC hosts to reach 2D. Many layered compounds hold intrinsic ferromagnetism and can be cleaved down to atomically thin layers. Among them, the TM metal di-and trihalides are some of the most promising candidates for 2D magnetic semiconductors with tunable ferromagnetism. The binary compounds consist of the transition metal M and halide element X. These compounds form the large combinations of MX n (n = 2, 3). Early studies showed that even the bulk forms are associated with very unique optical, electronic [89] , and magnetic properties [90] . A recent work showed that the ferromagnetic order found in the bulk CrI 3 may be present in the monolayer form [91] . Thanks to structural uniqueness and distinct properties, this group of materials is considered to be useful for studying magnetism in low dimensions and studying novel materials for different functionalities [92] . A very recent breakthrough demonstrated that magnetism is subject to the thickness of the CrI 3 , which highlights the potential physical properties of the vdW crystals in layer dependence [93] . Though the Curie temperature is not yet up to room temperature, it can be foreseen that with additional material manipulations, this group of vdW will eventually reach the required magnetic properties. One theoretical study also proved the energetic and dynamic stabilities of the MX 2 monolayer complexes. Magnetic properties of this family of complexes can also be tailored by introducing strain or doping, and higher Curie temperature is predicted in a reasonable reach [94] . This topic, however, is out of the main scope of this brief review. However, the milestone of the CrI 3 has already incited a new surge of research devoted to low-dimensional TM halides.
Magnetism Mechanisms: From Electronic Structural Analysis to Magnetic Interactions

Analysis from Electronic Structures
In general, electronic structures have been computed to find the physical origins of their magnetic states. When projecting the spin band structures, the spin-density helps in figuring out the net spins of the modified systems. In routes where 3d or 4d TM atoms are involved, the magnetic properties of the stable complexes are inherited from the magnetism of the incoming dopants.
After hybridizing with the ILC matrix, the lonely unpaired d electrons in the TM impurities contribute to a majority of the final MMs in the system. Charge transfers also occur between the TM ions and matrices, enabling system stability. Meanwhile, the local magnetic moments for impurity and host atoms will change slightly. The excessive spin density mainly resides next to the impurities, and control of the MMs can be achieved by changing the dopant types or doping density. However, when using clusters as dopants or adsorbents, the internal magnetic interaction between the cluster atoms also influences the final magnetism of the systems.
In the Mn n adsorbed or intercalated MoS 2 systems, the incident clusters magnetically position the electron spins to reach the lowest-energy isomers, and then reorder them during the adsorbing process. Total magnetic moment of the clusters is mainly localized in the Mn atoms. The host slabs, which have small magnetic residues on S and Mo atoms, do not interfere with the main magnetic behavior of the doped complexes [32] .
The trivial roles affecting the magnetism do not apply to the metal oxide ILC layer hosts. Competitive ion-matrix and ion-ion interactions start to dominate the final states of the modified systems. This is found in the m-ZnO doping-adsorbing case. The orbitals of the highest occupied valence band (HOVB) are depicted in Figure 4 to illustrate the mechanism. The 2p orbital of O atom not only overlaps with the 3d orbital of the adsorbed Mn in HOVB-1, but also with the 3d orbital of the doped Mn atom, which is shown in HOVB-2.
Geometrical allocations of the Mn-O-Mn tend to be perpendicular (see Figure 4b ), which are similar to the MnO crystal and results in the magnetic superexchange. On the other hand, direct electron density overlap also exists between two Mn atoms, which leads to the direct exchange between the Mn dimer. This claim is verified in the spin-polarized band structure and the density of states (DOS) of the acting atoms of the Mn@Mn-ZnO system in Figure 4c . Both d orbitals from the adsorbed and doped Mn atoms coincide with the p orbital from the same O atom, which is visualized as the sharp peaks in Figure 4c . An interplay between magnetic superexchange (ion-matrix-ion) and direct exchange (ion-ion) is identified, which renders the complex AFM [82] . Dimensionality reduction, by reducing the spatial variables, introduces spatial symmetry effects into the doped ILC systems. As another basic concept, space symmetry is found to substantially influence the final magnetism. In the dually doped MoS2 complexes, a general trend illustrates that spatial symmetry leads the broken symmetries in magnetism. This is seen in the dually doped system when two Cr impurities are placed mirror symmetric to each other through the MoS2 monolayer (noted as TM0 and TM1 positions in Figure 5 ). The high symmetric configuration creates AFM in the double-sided doped system. Compared with the magnetic interactions between ions, such a geometric influence follows the symmetry of the systems. By extending the supercell to 10 × 10, as shown in Figure 5 , the configuration of V(0)-MoS2-Co (5) is more symmetric compared with that of V(0)-MoS2-Co(4). Position (5) is almost in the middle of the four slabs of 5 × 5 dimensions. Such a symmetry of the V(0)-MoS2-Co(5) case resulted in a stronger AFM trend. This serves a bigger exchange energy value in the absolute scale [62] . Origins of the calculated magnetism in one-sided doped systems generally agree with the conventional physical models. Though most computational works were emphasized on materials Dimensionality reduction, by reducing the spatial variables, introduces spatial symmetry effects into the doped ILC systems. As another basic concept, space symmetry is found to substantially influence the final magnetism. In the dually doped MoS 2 complexes, a general trend illustrates that spatial symmetry leads the broken symmetries in magnetism. This is seen in the dually doped system when two Cr impurities are placed mirror symmetric to each other through the MoS 2 monolayer (noted as TM0 and TM1 positions in Figure 5 ). The high symmetric configuration creates AFM in the double-sided doped system. Compared with the magnetic interactions between ions, such a geometric influence follows the symmetry of the systems. By extending the supercell to 10 × 10, as shown in Figure 5 , the configuration of V(0)-MoS 2 -Co (5) is more symmetric compared with that of V(0)-MoS 2 -Co(4). Position (5) is almost in the middle of the four slabs of 5 × 5 dimensions. Such a symmetry of the V(0)-MoS 2 -Co(5) case resulted in a stronger AFM trend. This serves a bigger exchange energy value in the absolute scale [62] .
Origins of the calculated magnetism in one-sided doped systems generally agree with the conventional physical models. Though most computational works were emphasized on materials designs, several distinct ones were dedicated in exploring physical levels. It is shown that the RKKY interactions were kept between magnetic impurities by substituting the metal atoms [95] and positioned on the edge of the LTMDs [96] . A similar oscillation trend from RKKY was also found between the distance of impurities and the interaction strength in the p-doped LTMD monolayer [97] . Therefore, the symmetry of the whole system also affects the final magnetism. In a recent work, the interaction decay exponent from the RKKY was labeled a "sub-2D" behavior for different band fillings. Yet, the dimensionality impact is considered as another crucial factor [98] .
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Magnetic Interactions
Despite the interpretation of computational aspects, the origins remain elusive for lowdimensional magnetic interactions. The well-known RKKY interaction between two spins includes an exchange integral that stands for the Fourier transform of the non-uniform susceptibility. 
Despite the interpretation of computational aspects, the origins remain elusive for low-dimensional magnetic interactions. The well-known RKKY interaction between two spins includes an exchange integral that stands for the Fourier transform of the non-uniform susceptibility. Analogous to the Heisenberg model, this strength of the exchange coupling is related to the magnetic ordering temperature, but not rooted in the symmetry or topology effects. Additionally, the quantum dot style of the doped impurities can barely induce a magnetic vortex [101] in the singly doped or intrinsic 2D hosts. The solution may be explored in the mesoscale magnetism behaviors [102] where the spatial symmetry is introduced as another factor along with other short-long and static-dynamic interactions.
It is worth noting that magnetic interactions in the confined spaces are rather complicated and unable to be generalized under a one-theory umbrella. The 2D nature of the host limits the long-range magnetic coupling perpendicular to the plane. Additionally, understanding the spin of electrons in confined systems generally requires fundamental knowledge of the system including constrains and interaction schemes at operator levels [103] . Such a mechanism can even be traced down to the Planck scale [104] . Aside from the symmetry, the local magnetic interaction and long-range interaction should be considered specifically in order to understand the behavior of magnetism. These interactions are further affected by the dopant and host types, doping density, electronic structures, and mediation of the matrices. Nevertheless, we tentatively review the possible magnetic interactions at the low-dimensional systems post-treated by various materials manipulations.
We first review the ideal cases of introducing magnetisms into the nonmagnetic 2D ILCs. Using existing electronic materials as matrices is important for further engineering due to the industrial, technical, and application readiness. Incorporating this background, the first-principles predictions of novel DMSs utilize magnetic ordering subjected to impurity-and hole-mediated exchange interactions, while bringing subtle changes to the intrinsic electric properties of the host. In general, designs of 2D ILC DMSs also follow the route in manipulating group II-VI semiconductors, by using magnetic impurities as dopants [23] [24] [25] . The electron spins of the partially filled d and f orbits of the incident ions dominate the general magnetic behaviors of the doped systems, as shown in Figure 7a . The magnetic ions (Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, etc.), after substituting the central Mo atom in the MoS 2 monolayer, still own uncoupled d electrons, leading to ferromagnetism in the TM-MoS 2 systems [39] . The same mechanisms were observed in the single-layered MoS 2 complexes where the S atom is replaced by TMs [58, 60, 62] , and the TM-adsorbed ZnO monolayer. Partial magnetic moments can also be allocated to the host elements, but are limited in rather small contributions to the total magnetism. However, the MMs from single TM atoms are normally suppressed in doped monolayers due to bonding between the host and guest atoms. An exception is found in the TM-adsorbed ZnO monolayers, where most of the TM dopants keep the same MMs as those of their monomers (Figure 3a) .
In the reduced space of 2D, dopant concentrations can be interpreted as the distances between impurities. The 4f electrons from Gd are responsible for the magnetism in the doped MoS 2 monolayers [42] . However, different from the 3d TM-doped cases, magnetic couplings also substantially changed the final magnetisms therein. When placed next to each other, the Gd ions can also become paramagnetically coupled through the matrix. However, the difference between AFM and FM energy is rather small. It is further noticed that the s-or p-type dopants can also contribute to the final ferromagnetism in ILCs. In the S substitution cases, the non-metallic light elements introduce ferrimagnetism up to 1 µ B [60] . The MMs are mainly arisen from the unpaired Mo 4d electrons due to a lack of bonding electrons from the guests. The transition between magnetisms has been very recently reported following strain changes in the S-vacancy MoS 2 monolayers [105] . The dangling bond turned out on the defect bonded Mo atom. It assists electron migrations to the defective parts [106] , and induces net spins for ferromagnetism.
Magnetic interactions are also decisive in doped/adsorbed ILC systems. In a typical doped semiconductive system, the long-range interactions generally follow the RKKY scheme. As shown in Figure 7b , the magnetic impurity is locally bonded to the nonmagnetic host, leaving the unpaired electron to contribute to the net spin. The conduction electron is magnetized in the vicinity of the magnetic dopant. A magnetic dipole is formed, and the polarization decays in oscillations based on the distance from the dopant. Such a trend is well reproduced in the dually doped ILC systems [97, 98] . On the other hand, in a dilute-doped system, the local magnet is strong enough, but the couplings from the neighboring supercells are general neglected. It was also found that the long-range magnetic interactions, though they may be not locally decisive, follow the RKKY interaction, and the magnets tend to align ferromagnetically [107] .
Dopant-matrix interactions may also be subject to magnetization or different exchange interactions. An incremental MM of 0.3 µ B was induced in the nonmagnetic graphene substrate after adsorbing the ferromagnetic Mn 7 cluster [108] . In the cluster-doped or adsorbed ILC systems, inside the clusters, direct exchange was extremely strong among the atoms in the cluster compared to other magnetic interactions, as demonstrated in Figure 7c . The whole system follows the results of the direct exchange. This can be seen in the results of the Mn and Mo dimer-doped MoS 2 layers [32, 58] . Similar behavior has also been found in MX n systems [91] . Double exchange rarely occurs in the studied monolayer systems due to either the long distances or the isoelectronic states between the dopants.
On the other hand, superexchange occurs when the dopants are placed in certain orders, such as aligning the same line within the ILC (as seen in Figure 7d ). For instance, in the Cr/Fe δ-doped MoS 2 monolayers, the d electrons from the TM dopants strongly couple with the p electrons of the bonded S atom. Due to the difference in unpaired electrons from Cr and Fe, the whole system turns to ferrimagnetism due to the magnetic superexchange [109] . However, different magnetic interactions may also compete in multiple dopant-doped ILC systems. The interplay between superexchange and direct exchange is shown in Figure 7e . As seen in the Mn-doped-adsorbed m-ZnO, the interplay between the magnetic superexchange and direct exchange enables AFM in the system [82] . A similar observation was found in the Fe dually doped MoS 2 mono-and multilayers. The layer-dependent magnetisms were produced as a result of the competition between the double exchange and superexchange. This arose from the couplings between magnetic impurities located in different sites of the layers, as well as within the impurities [110] . the clusters, direct exchange was extremely strong among the atoms in the cluster compared to other magnetic interactions, as demonstrated in Figure 7c . The whole system follows the results of the direct exchange. This can be seen in the results of the Mn and Mo dimer-doped MoS2 layers [32, 58] . Similar behavior has also been found in MXn systems [91] . Double exchange rarely occurs in the studied monolayer systems due to either the long distances or the isoelectronic states between the dopants. On the other hand, superexchange occurs when the dopants are placed in certain orders, such as aligning the same line within the ILC (as seen in Figure 7d ). For instance, in the Cr/Fe δ-doped MoS2 monolayers, the d electrons from the TM dopants strongly couple with the p electrons of the bonded S atom. Due to the difference in unpaired electrons from Cr and Fe, the whole system turns to ferrimagnetism due to the magnetic superexchange [109] . However, different magnetic interactions may also compete in multiple dopant-doped ILC systems. The interplay between superexchange and direct exchange is shown in Figure 7e . As seen in the Mn-doped-adsorbed mZnO, the interplay between the magnetic superexchange and direct exchange enables AFM in the system [82] . A similar observation was found in the Fe dually doped MoS2 mono-and multilayers. The layer-dependent magnetisms were produced as a result of the competition between the double exchange and superexchange. This arose from the couplings between magnetic impurities located in different sites of the layers, as well as within the impurities [110] . The magnetic schemes in the p orbital systems (d 0 semiconductor) are also different in lowdimensional systems. The Stoner picture was reported in the carbon-doped ZnO bulk, where most of the net spin was localized to the C impurities. The theoretical prediction was further confirmed by the experiment [111] . Thanks to the hybridizations of the C and metal atoms, majority spins were fully occupied on the C site, while the spin-down states were partially filled. This scenario was also found in the carbon-doped holy g-C2N [88] . The product of local magnetic exchange strength and the DOS of the non-spin-polarized band is much larger than the magnetic equilibrium, and leads to robust intrinsic ferromagnetism. Due to the localized "magnetic interactions", the spin coupling in the d 0 semiconductors at low dimensions is further reduced to band coupling. Charge transfers between the up and down spins occur when defect bands introduced by the dopant are very close to each other [112] . The magnetic schemes in the p orbital systems (d 0 semiconductor) are also different in low-dimensional systems. The Stoner picture was reported in the carbon-doped ZnO bulk, where most of the net spin was localized to the C impurities. The theoretical prediction was further confirmed by the experiment [111] . Thanks to the hybridizations of the C and metal atoms, majority spins were fully occupied on the C site, while the spin-down states were partially filled. This scenario was also found in the carbon-doped holy g-C 2 N [88] . The product of local magnetic exchange strength and the DOS of the non-spin-polarized band is much larger than the magnetic equilibrium, and leads to robust intrinsic ferromagnetism. Due to the localized "magnetic interactions", the spin coupling in the d 0 semiconductors at low dimensions is further reduced to band coupling. Charge transfers between the up and down spins occur when defect bands introduced by the dopant are very close to each other [112] .
Possible Synthesis Routes
Though our focus is computationally oriented, in this section, we briefly review and suggest possible synthetic routes to realize magnetic 2D inorganic materials. Compared to numerous devotions in the synthesis of large-scale 2D ILCs [113, 114] , experimental realizations of magnetic ILCs are rarely reported. Despite sophisticated synthetic routes to combine various metals with the ILCs, our key aim is not focused on 2D spintronic materials [115] .
While experimental introduction of the magnetism into low-dimensional naturally occurring ILC matrices is complex, routes to realize magnetic synthetic slabs undergo even more stringent conditions. For instance, although chemical vapor deposition allows introducing other impurities during the host synthesis, doping with MoS 2 can only be achieved by using graphene as the substrate [116] . The substitutional doping of ReS 2 was achieved with Mo as the dopant, but the monolayer has not yet been magnetized due to the isoelectronic structures of Mo and Re [117] . Similarly, the magnetism is still lacking on the covalent N-doped MoS 2 monolayer [118] . 3d TM dopants were also incorporated into MoS 2 single crystals [119] . Therein, the energy of ion bombardment was controlled so as not to introduce radiation damage to the thin layer [44] .
In fact, we noticed that large amounts of chemicals are prepared through wet methods. Among them, synthetic functional materials can be engineered to low-dimensional nanoparticles using facile wet routes [120] [121] [122] , while various reaction parameters can effectively influence the final shape and functionality of the products [123, 124] . Additionally, introducing impurities into low-dimensional matrices is much easier through ions in liquid form during synthesis [125, 126] , which may facilitate the results in the previous doping strategies. However, due to the stable nature of the ILCs, conventional wet methods can rarely be applied to stable monolayer synthesis. It was not until recently that the MoS 2 monolayer was prepared via a hot-injection thermolytic decomposition method [127] . Following this method for the matrix synthesis, and combining with proper hybrid layers [54] , hetero magnetic dopants may be introduced or anchored into/onto the atomically thin slabs for large quantity fabrications. Apart from facilitating the synthesis for nanometer-scaled particles or slabs, we noticed that the wet method has also been used to implant magnetic centers into semiconductor matrices [128, 129] . 2D DMSs may be accessible by post-treatment of the bulk counterparts via chemical exfoliation [130] and liquid phase exfoliation [131] .
Concluding Remarks and Outlooks
In this paper, we have briefly reviewed the status quo of introducing magnetism into nonmagnetic 2D inorganic semiconductive layers. Various doping, adsorbing, and substituting routes have been carried out to reach unique 2D spintronic materials. These first-principles results have generally reached the materials design aim. Following the invention of synthetic 2D ILCs, brewing magnetism into these low-dimensional systems will continue within popular research areas. It can be expected that many new DMS systems can be predicted via doping, adsorbing, vacancy engineering, strain, and more. Besides these routes for monolayers, strain manipulation has recently been combined with LTMD/g-C 2 N heterojunctions to enable tunable electronic structures in addition to achieving ferromagnetism [132] . In quasi-2D thin films, various materials manipulation strategies can be applied to reach the DMSs within such a category.
Apart from the large number of existing works regarding computational predictions of 2D DMSs, next-step research studies within the domain remain interesting but challenging. One step is to enlarge the supercells from 4 × 4 or 5 × 5 to, e.g., 10 × 10. By doing so, the long-range interactions of impurities may lead to different magnetic states of 2D systems. Another direction may come from introducing topological factors into 2D ILC planes, where a magnetic vortex [101] can lead to a general magnetic behavior apart from that of the individual dopant. The third route may involve introducing line defect or substitution into 2D systems, provided that they are kept stable after introducing large amounts of defects. Using the 2D ILC as a mediator/additive added into magnetic systems may also be useful for achieving DMSs. Similar to the catalytic roles of the LTMD [133] , these nonmagnetic components may mediate or bolster the magnetic moments in ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic systems. Incorporating the nonmagnetic ILC with the layered metal halides may also help the development of low-dimensional DMSs, provided that matching between these two species can take place as out-plane heterojunctions.
Despite the progress within materials science and engineering, physical insights of the reduced dimensions are still challenging. Magnetism remains one of the oldest and most fundamental problems for theoretical physics due to many theorem violations. The definition of dimensionality, another fundamental parameter for physical sciences, is always debated among various disciplines. Merging these two concepts into 2D ILC systems, while offering exciting phenomena, raises fundamentally important challenges to existing models. Each of the aforementioned aspects deserves a general review that concludes previous studies and inspires forthcoming investigations. While the present work is focused on first-principles computations, it touches domains from computational materials sciences and materials engineering to fundamental physics. It remains a brief review that combines concepts from various domains for the studied low-dimensional systems. Though a comprehensive topic review(s) will definitely be necessary for future research, the present brief review is hoped to be timely and inspiring in assisting 2D inorganic material researches, and in offering heuristics for theoretical progress, thus contributing to our scientific knowledge.
